
Two different Approaches based on the C/D model 
toward the Bimodal Distribution of VOT 

  Voice onset time (VOT) is the primary perceptual cue in voicing contrast of plosives in the 
word initial position.  However, Takada (2011) shows that Japanese word-initial plosives 
show clear differences by the speaker’s generation and area of origin.  For instance, VOTs of 
voiced plosives in Tohoku Japanese usualy show positive values which are smaller than 
VOTs of voiceless plosives, and the voiced plosive's VOTs of old generations in Osaka 
basically indicate negative values.  On the other hand, the distribution of VOTs in Kansai 
Japanese has the bimodal pattern (especiall so called the "bipolar" pattern because of 0msec 
dip).  This presentation aims to simulate these three types of VOT distributions based on 
C/D model (Fujimura 2007), which can compute the time scales of the articulatory gesture 
organization by specifications for syllable features. 
	 	 In order to simulate the “bipolar” distribution of VOTs, some frameworks must be 
introduced into C/D model.  One of plausible explanation for “two peaks” is that the 
command of vocal fold vibration is controlled on two different reference points 
(two-reference framework): one is based on the release timing of closure, the other reference 
point is the phonological boundary which indicates both the ending timing of the preceding 
consonant and the starting timing of the following vowel.  Another plausible explanation is 
based on the conventional definition of VOT with an interference factor (one-reference 
framework).  Both frameworks can product three types of VOT distributions (Fig.1 and 
Fig.2) but the two-reference framework fits better.  Moreover, this framework can simulate 
two different types of vowel devoicing in Japanese.  Finally this presentation proposes that 
the consonant-vowel phonological boundary must be included into the acoustic definition of 
voicedness. 

      
      Fig.1 Two-reference framework (left: Tohoku  center: Tokyo  right: old generation of Kansai) 

            
        Fig.2 One-reference framework (left: Tohoku  center: Tokyo  right: old generation of Kansai) 
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